Dear friend,

I had a good trip over on the plane and I think the whole family is pretty well over the bumping they had about flying. The last few weeks in Havana had fixed me up so that I decided to stay on in Miami a day. I met Miss Fuessmann in the motion the Monday they arrived but forgot to ask her which train you were taking the day before, but assumed you were leaving the 12.00 or 12.50 train and booked on you in the motion before train time but could not find you.

I left Tuesday for Jacksonville and an arrival time found us how to go to Atlantic to get a direct train and any accommodations for New Orleans.
to make a long story short, we left
Miami Tuesday afternoon & traveled Ex-
tremely arriving in New York City on
Saturday morning at 11 o'clock. From
the time we left here to until we
got to New York City, the Civil & military
authorities were at the stations (including
the Union at 5th Ave & 9th) & were
most generous in their greetings and
welcome, after a few minutes in the
hotel, I had to leave my first mess
influence in the Embassy and in
the evening we had to go to a big
gathering at the American Club.

The hour was a quiet & peaceful
Sunday and we became the

machines will start to grind. I seem to
be standing here under my Comstock bridge.
Here at the altitude of the Mexican South
is found, and they have to be well dis-
persed to me. This Sunday brings you an
unusually good Shot. Perhaps have
a difficult task but please do my best.

We have a large establishment here
in Mexico City, some 150 employees
and clerks, and 48 steamers at the factory.
Internally and administratively I find
The Factory is in admirable shape.
For Mr. Daniels' sake in place of order,
in administration, my first task the
next few weeks is to forge this good
premed in loose into a properly function-

instrument.

It is the living in this woeful world of life
and here our fate is then if we are
in the more pretentious Reform or
Religion. We have to face a book at the
outside of the forces of people then
have looked at and not as we will do,
the Emancipating house is in the exactly
and founded, but if the founding
adventurers here is what my instinct of
present knowledge indicate, true
emancipating or emancipating forces will have
it be made to the emancipating
so we can take it. As chief of mission
true Brinley has to face a brother
place to live, and we found worse than
really good residence which permitted to fall into a most deplorable
state. The shock at the last hour to
him in this hotel for some days, with
until emergency repairs are made to
the Talcum residence, in we find a
rentable place which can be rented and the latter seems somewhat hopeless.

All this is a secondary problem
but after all these years I want
to make the house problem so easy
for him as possible. The trip was
by this was pretty pleasant but less. I
meaned aloud if very well. She was I
have both feel more disconcert from the
altitudes but I am sure they will close.
Marie has it seems to notice it at all.
We plan to take it as easy as possible
the first week, as seen the Negroes have
allowed me to do that.

Nehoid of finding it was here, we found
a delightful sunny day and long, long
the way from porch with brilliant sunshine.
The city made a very favorable impression
and at night became lovely himself.

We have all taken looking very
safely and in our love disturbed me,
we do that so much, so besides
the first week I fear no reason
or think to altitudes will come
and life it the best will hear a good
money disadvantage here - I can tell
that - but we don't think of this when
we hear grim stories in front of us and
so much for all you to do.

I fear the major banner of the war,
in particular any sudden ill feel in
us and the Reds. I can understand
their fury - and can find a certain
amount of justice for the British look
of their messing here - but I suppose I
can't understand how the two screen
ships head to their the Channel.
instant effectual damage! there is something wrong somewhere. I knew our
weaknesses at times, but we are careless
time and reason to the unanswer-
ble queries, that declare we more
thing anything else.

I am surprised chatting with you. I hope
you can read this clearly. I was not well
when you visited us and you have not been well in
our time. When we get settled here, you
The Commodore was here on a visit.

Wearis & the Ladies gave me her
affectionate regards and good wishes to
you & your Commodore.

Thankfully yours,

[Signature]